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Fourier Transforms in Radar and Signal Processing (Artech House Radar Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Fourier transforms are used widely, and are of particular value in the analysis of single functions and combinations of functions found in radar and signal processing. Still, many problems that could have been tackled by using Fourier transforms may have gone unsolved because they require integration that is difficult and tedious. Now you can solve...
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Maran Illustrated Weight TrainingCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Produced by the award-winning maranGraphics Group, Maran’s Illustrated Guide to Weight Training is a valuable resource for all readers, regardless of age or fitness level. Clear, step-by-step instructions walk the reader through each exercise from beginning to end, while photographs and illustrations show you the targeted muscles for each...
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Building iPhone Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript: Making App Store Apps Without Objective-C or CocoaO'Reilly, 2010

What people are saying about Building iPhone Apps w/ HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

"The future of mobile development is clearly web technologies like CSS, HTML and JavaScript. Jonathan Stark shows you how to leverage your existing web development skills to build native iPhone applications using these...
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Digital Photography For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Take the mystery out of digital photography and join the fun!


	You don't need to be a professional photographer or a technology expert to take great digital photos! This down-to-basics guide makes it easy to choose the right camera, understand all its dials and controls, take good pictures, make them look even better with your...
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Android Apps with EclipseApress, 2012


	Android is one of the major players in the mobile phone market, and its market share is

	continuously growing. Android is the first complete, open, and free mobile platform, and it offers

	endless opportunities for mobile application developers. As with all other platforms, having a

	robust and flexible development environment is the...
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OpenCL Parallel Programming Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is the first royalty-free standard for cross platform, parallel programming of modern processors found in personal computers, servers, mobiles, and embedded devices. OpenCL greatly improves speed and responsiveness for a wide spectrum of applications in numerous market categories, from gaming and entertainment...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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Node.js in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Node.js in Action is an example-driven tutorial that starts at square one and guides you through all the features, techniques, and concepts you'll need to build production-quality Node applications. You'll start by learning how to set up your Node development environment, including loading...
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Deploying IPv6 NetworksCisco Press, 2006
An essential guide to IPv6 concepts, service implementation, and interoperability in existing IPv4 environments.

	
    Learn about IPv6 services and the relevant IPv6 features that make them possible

    
	
    Plan, deploy, and manage IPv6 services at...
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Business Process Management with JBoss jBPMPackt Publishing, 2007
This book teaches Business Analysts to model business processes in JBoss jBPM and generate workflow application code from their models without Java coding expertise. It is a full toolkit for anyone wanting to implement Business Process Management correctly, covering tasks common to all BPM implementations, although it is focused on popular, free,...
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Who Put the Butter in Butterfly?: And Other Fearless Investigations into Our Illogical LanguageHarper Perennial, 1989

	When I wrote Imponderables™, I purposely omitted any questions about the origins of words and phrases. An Imponderable was a mystery that couldn’t be answered by standard reference books, and so many wonderful books about words already existed that I couldn’t believe there was a need for more.


	As someone who uses...
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Joomla! 1.6: A User's Guide: Building a Successful Joomla! Powered Website (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Joomla is an open source content management system (CMS) that anyone can download for free (see forge.joomla.org/sf/go/projects.joomla/frs). This makes it an ideal choice for small businesses. Don’t let the price tag fool you, though; Joomla is powerful and robust, and more big organizations are choosing to use open source software...
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